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The most memorable elements of a wedding cannot be worn, booked, or bought. They are the

cherished vows exchanged between bride and groom and the heartfelt toasts bestowed on the

newlywed couple by their loved ones. Wedding Words: Vows and Wedding Words: Toasts are

essential guides for the bridal couple and other wedding participants who are looking for the perfect

way to express themselves.Vows presents the couple with everything they need to know about the

statements they will make at their wedding. It advises those who want to write their own vows,

provides traditional vows for all religions, and offers an extensive selection of poetry and prose to

choose from or be inspired by. Toasts walks the reader through all the elements of a toast, gives

public speaking tips for a smooth delivery, and explains how to turn an anecdote into a memorable

speech. Also included in each book is a list of questions to get the couple's or toast maker's

thoughts rolling. Beautifully packaged and full of invaluable information, the two volumes of Wedding

Words guarantee that no one will be left speechless on this all-important occasion.
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My (now) husband and I decided to write our own vows for our wedding last year. At first it seemed

like a great idea but then I realized how hard it can be to put your feelings into words and not have

your ceremony be one big inside joke! Naturally, I turned to  and started browsing the available

books but there were few that weren't geared towards one religion or another. I just wanted

inspiration and this seemed to be the best match. Placed the order and tried not to freak out until the



book came.Let me just say, this book is everything I thought it would be and more. This is now my

standard gift to all my friends who get engaged whether they plan to write their own vows or not. It's

filled with beautiful poems, songs, and quotes. I found all the inspiration I needed (and more!) to

write the vows I said on my wedding day. No matter how big, small or religious your ceremony, pick

this little book up and just take a few minutes to skim it. You'll be inspired in no time!

Roughly the first quarter of Wedding Words Vows consists of the standard formulary of traditional

vows from mainstream religions. While this may need to be collected, most readers won't find

anything spellbinding in this part of the book.The second quarter wrestles more productively with

how to write your own declarations of love. It clarifies the need for involved discussions, and gives

some hints about how to get serious and inspired. These talks can be a remarkable amount of fun

for those in the proper frame of mind.The last half of the book consists of a collection of famous love

poems and other sources. For the right demographic, this book has great potential as a bedtime

storybook. I thoroughly recommend it if an enthusiastic marriage is an important part of your life.

This is a lovely small book packed full of many wonderful writings and poems for weddings and

ceremonies.If your wondering where to start in writing your vows or if you're a celebrant this is a

must have book of ideas and inspiration.

I was looking for a wedding book for ceremonies. I thought this book looked good, it was all views

and not what I was looking for. Save your money and buy the knot book, loved it!
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